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ABSTRACT 

Formulas are obtained for the mutual inductance of two helical wires whose 
axes are parallel. The formulas are given as series in oblate spheroidal harmonics. 
The principal part is the inductance of the two corresponding current sheets, the 
correction terms being small when the coils are closely wound, so that the pitch 
is small compared to the diameter of the cylindrical form in each case. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The principal part of the mutual inductance between two helices 
whose axes are parallel is that between the two associated current 
sheets. This approximation may not be sufficient when the inductor 
is used for absolute electrical measurements of high precision. In 
this paper formulas are obtained which, in addition to the principal 
term, contain correction terms of the first and second order in the 
small quantities, such as the ratio of the pitch of the windings to their 
cylindrical radii. 

The electromagnetic force between currents in the helices may be 
obtained by differentiation with respect to their relative coordinates. 
Such helices are not used as often as coaxial ones, although they do 
occur, for example, in the Ayrton-Jones type of current balance as 
used by the English National Physical Laboratory. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND INTEGRAL FORMULAS FOR THE 
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OF TWO HELICES AND OF 
THEIR CURRENT SHEETS 

The two helices are shown in figure 1. The axis of the first, hI, is the 
x-axis; that of the second, h2' is the line in the xy plane parallel tu th~ 
x-axis at a distance r from it, where r$;; O. If r=O, the helices are 
coaxial. 
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The cylindrical radius of the first is aI; its pitch, 27rPI; and its axial 
length, II = 27rPI N I , where N I , the "total number of turns," is not 
restricted to be an integer. The "number of turns per unit axia, 
length" is ni = 1/27rPl, not necessarily an integer. The initial planel 
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X=Xl1' contains its initial point, P 11' and the end plane, x=xe1 its end 
point, Pep so that II = 27r"PINI =XeI-XiI> O. The current sheet, Sr, 
"associated with the helix, hI'" is the cylindrical surface (generated by 
rotating the helix about its axis through an angle 27r), upon which 
there is a surface current of unit strength (in electromagnetic cgs 
units), uniformly distributed, the direction of the current at any point 
being that of the helical filament passing through that point. This is 
equivalent to defining the current sheet as that part, included between 
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the terminal planes X=Xj and X=X., of an endless cylinder which is 
completely covered by a helical tape winding of axial breadth equal 
to the pitch, so that nq insulating space is left between successive 
windings. The angular current is nl = 1/27rPI per unit axial length. 
The axial current is 1/27ral per unit length along a circular arc for 
which x is constant. 

If subscripts 2 refers to the second helix, 11'2, or its sheet 8 2, it follows 
from this definition that the mutual inductance, M o, between the two 
current sheets is given by the double surface integral taken over the 
two sheets. 

(1) 

where 

(2) 

and RI2 is the distance from a point PI (XI,YI,ZI) on 8 1 to P2(X2,Y2, Z2) 
on 8 2, so that 

R 2(X2-XI/JJ ,82) = (X2-xI)2+a~+a4-2ala2 cos (02- llr) 
+r2+2r(a2 cos 02- al cos 01).] (3) 

The name" mutual inductance" is used here for the Neumann integral, 
so that when it refers to an unclosed circuit the implication is that the 
mutual inductance of the part (lead wires, etc.) which must be added 
to close the circuit must be evaluated by a Neumann's integral. 
With this understanding, it is evident that the term PIP2/ala2 in the 
numerator of eq 2 gives rise in eq 1 to the mutual inductance of the 
axial currents in the two sheets, whereas the term" cos (02-01)" gives 
rise to that due to their angular currents only. 

In the integral (eq 1) the two independent variables, XI, 01, are 
cylindrical coordinates referred to the axes of the first cylinder, and 
X2, O2 are cylindrical coordinates referred to the axes of the second 
cylinder, so that the angles 01 and O2 each range over the interval from 
zero to 27r. If Xl, YI, ZI are the rectangular coordinates of any point 
Pion 81, the position of PI may be specified by assigning the pair of 
cylindrical coordinates XI and 01 (with cylindrical radius al), or it may 
be specified by assigning the pair of semihelical coordinates Oi 11 01, the 
equations of transformation being 

!XI=Xil+PI(01- 0i)! I O:::;:Oil<27r ! 
Y1 = al C?S 01 ,where () <.() <'0 = 0 +27rN . 
Z I = a1 SIn 01 11-- 1 __ el il I 

(4) 

Considering the pair of variables 01 and Oil for this range as two 
independent parameters which suffice to determine the position of 
Pion 8 1, eq 4 are the parametric equations of the cylindrical surface 
81. The locus of the equation Oil = constant, is a helix, hi, of pitch 
27rPI lying on 8), while the locus of the equation 01=constant is a 
straight line of length 27rPl (or less) lying on 8 1. 

.. 
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When the point P1(XIYIZI) is also on the helix hI, this may be desig
nated by PhI (Xhl' Yhl' Zhl)' the Xhll Yh1' and Zh1 being given as in eq 4 
with the understanding that (Jf1 is a given constant and not a variable 
parameter. 

The equations 

j
XZ=XI2 +PZ(02- (JfZ») j0::S(J12<27r I 
yz=r+az cos (Jz ,where 
Zz = a2 sin (Jz (J 1Z::s (J2::S (J '2 =. (J 12 + 2 7r N z 

(5) 

are the parametric equations of the sheet 82 when (J2 and (Jtz are both 
variables. The locus of the equation (J12=constant is a helix h2 of 
pitch 27rPz lying on S2' 

The mutual inductance (Neumann's integral) of the helices, hI and 
hz, is 

M -So8d' iSd' cos (dst,ds2) 
- Sl Sz R 

o 0 u 

taken along both helices, where Sl and S2 denote total length of arc. 
From eq 4 it is found that the element of length dS1 has the magni

tude 

and the direction cosines 

dXI_ PI dYI_ al sin (Jl dz1_a1 cos (JI 
dsl - -Ja~+p~' dsl-- -Ja~+p~' dsl- -Jai+pi' 

The total length of the helix is SI, where 

sl=27rNI-Jai+pi=~-Jai+pi' 
PI 

where II is its II axial length." 
The same formulas, with change of subscript, refer to h2' so that 

ds1,dsz cos (dsl,ds2) = alaz[cos «(JZ-(J1) +PIP2]d(Jld(J2' 
a1Uz 

Hence the mutual inductance of the two helices is 

M- J:8"d(J J:8"d(J cos «(JZ-(JI) +PIPz/alaz 
1. -ala2 I z R ( ) 

8" 8;, IZ Xh2 - Xhl,(Jr,(J2 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where Xhl is a function of (Jl only and Xh2 of 8z only, given by eq 4 and 
5, the (Jfl and 8/z being constants. 

In the general case of helices whose ' axes are merely parallel, not 
necessarily coaxial, and whose terminal planes are arbitrary, eq 1 for 
the current sheets is sufficiently complicated, but eq 9 for the helices 
is even more troublesome. So far as we are aware, neither of these 
integrals may be evaluated in finite terms in general, although the 
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former may (in the case of coaxial current sheets) be so evaluated in 
terms of the three complete elliptic integrals. This is Jones' formula. l 

The present paper is limited to what may, for brevity, be called the 
practical case, in which the two current sheets do not cut or touch each 
other, in fact they do not lie at any points close to each other. More 
precisely, considering the pitches 21rPI and 21rP2 as infinitesimals of 
the first order compared to finite lengths like ai, a2, then the distance, 
RI2 of a point Pion 8 1 from a point P2 on 8 2, is, for all points, PI and 
P2 , finite (not a small quantity of the order of the pitch). The various 
expansions in infinite series to be obtained below for the current sheet 
are not subject to this limitation but cover the "impractical" cases 
also. The restriction is necessary, however, in order to obtain a 
practicable quantitative expression for the relatively small difference 
between the mutual inductance of the two helices and that of their 
associated current sheets. 

If f(x,O) is a continuous and single-valued function of position on a 
cylindrical sheet 8, it must be a periodic function of 0 with period 21r, 
and the line average of f along a helL" on 8 is obviously very nearly 
the same as its surface average over 8, provided that the pitch is 
small. 

In the following section the two are compared, and an expression for 
their difference is obtained to the second order of small quantities 
inclusive, and application is made to the problem in hand, because, 
with closely wound coils, the precision of electrical measurements at 
present attainable requires formulas valid to the second order. 

The general case of coaxial helices has been treated in an earlier 
paper,2 so the emphasis here is upon the noncoaxial case. 

III. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FORMULA FOR THE 
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OF TWO HELICES AND THAT 
OF THEIR CURRENT SHEETS 

Certain problems relating to the helix could be treated more ele
gantly by the use of semihelical coordinates or by orthogonal helical 
ones. A plane rectangle ruled with two mutually orthogonal families 
of straight lines could be wrapped ar01md a cylindrical surface, and the 
parameters defining these families would be orthogonal helical coordi
nates. However, it has been found by trial that the comparison of a 
line integral along a helix with a surface integral over its sheet may be 
made most simply by the use of ordinary cylindrical coordinates 
(x, 0) because the x limits and 0 limits of the surface integral are inde
pendent of es,ch other. 

As the pll'eliminary formulation applies to either helix hi or ~, the 
subscripts may be omitted. In figure 2, with x as abscissa and aO as 
ordinate, the rectangle represents the development of the cylindrical 
sheet 8. The helix h is the system of parallel lines whose separation 
in the x-direction is ~x=21rp=the pitch of the helix. The slope of 
these straight lines in figure 2 is pia. . 

The variable 0 lies between zero and 21r, and the initial azimuth, OJ, 
also lies in that interval, but the end azimuth, 0., as defined in eq 4 or 
5, does not, since 0.= 01+21rN. We, therefore, (for the moment) dis-

I J . V . Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) [A] 63, 198 (1898). 
, Chester Snow, Mutual inductance and force between two coaxial helical wire8, J. Research NBS 22, 26Q 

(1939) RP 1178. 
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tinguish between Oe and ee, where Oe=Oe-27rN ' = Oi + 27r (N-N') , 
where N' is the largest positive integer which is less tha.n or equal to 
0./27r. When ee is thus chosen, it lies in the interval, 0:::::8.:::::27r, as 

- - - - -- - - ----------------- --- _._-------------
~------------------

~ 
(\J 

indicated fn figure 2. 
Xn, where 

The points Ai, A 2, •••• AN' have abscissa 

Xn=Xi-pOi+nLlX for n=1,2,3, ... . N'. 
Hence the equation of the helix for figure 2 is 

Xh=Xi+P(O-Oi) when Xt:::::X<Xl and Ot:::::0<27r 

=xn+pO when xn ::::: x<xn+l and O:::::0<27rforn= 1,2,3, .... N'-l 
=x.+p(0-8c) when xN' :::::x< x. and 0:::::0< '0 •. 
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Let j(x,e) be a finite, continuous, and single-valued function of posi
tion on S. It is, therefore a periodic function of its second argument 
e, with period 21T. The same character is assumed for f'(x,e) and 
j" (x,e), where primes denote partial derivatives with respect to the 
x-argument. . 

Hence, by eq 6, the line integral along a helix of j(x,e) (a2+ p2)- t is 

~-1 So' loe -+ j(x,e)ds= j(xh,e)de= az P2 0 8j 

The terms in the summation represent the principal part, the first 
and last integrals being relatively small (of the first order). Hence 
in them the integrand may be expanded by Taylor's theorem as a 
function of its x-argument, about the terminal values of x, so that 

-.J 2~ 2 ( j(x,e)ds=a (2"dt~f(Xn+pe,e) 
a p Jo Jo n = l 

(0. 
+ a Jo de[j(x.,e) + p(f) - O.)j' (xe ,e)] 

( 21T 
+ a J o; de[j(Xi,e) + p(e-ej)f' (Xi,e)]. (10) 

To transform the summation, consider the following integral taken 
with respect to x, holding e constant, 

J~f(x,e)dx= ~ll:j(~e)dx, (11) 

where the integral is taken along the horizontal dotted line passing 
through Ph and P in figure 2, the latter point P being the general 
point of integration with abscissa x=x/.+ (X-Xh), so that expanding 
f as a function of x (with e constant) about the point Ph on the helix 
in this n h strip, we find 

( Xn+t.x ( Xn+t.X 
J x/(x,e)dx= J x/(xh+ [x-x/I],e)dx 

( xn+2"P f (x-x )2 ] 
= J Xn dx t!(X/I,e) + (X-X/.)}' (x/.,e) + 2 II j" (Xh,e) . 

On performing the integration with respect to x (f)·and XII being 
constant), these become, after placing X/I=xn+pe, 

( x,Hx 
J L(x,e)dx= 

= 21Tp{j(Xn +pe,e) +p(1T-e)j' (xn+pe,e) +iT (1T-e)2+;]f" (xn+pe,e)}, 
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so that eq 11 becomes 

{'7(x,fJ)dx= JXl 
N'-l 

=21rp~ 
n=l 

{f(x,,+PfJ,fJ) +p (1r - fJ)1' (xn+pfJ,fJ) +~T (7r - fJ)2+ ;]1" (xn+PfJ,fJ)}. (12) 

Applying the same formula to l' (x,fJ) gives, after multiplying by 
p(7r-fJ), 

p(7r - fJ) ( xJ;(x,fJ)dx= 
JXI 
= 27rp ];:{ p(7r-fJ)1' (x" + pfJ,fJ) + p2(7r-fJ):t" (x,,+PfJ,fJ)}, (12') 

which carries the approximation to the same order as in eq 12. Also, 
by eq 12, we may write to the same approximation 

p2i?' (x,fJ)dx=27rp ~:P2f(Xn+P8,fJ). (12") 

Subtracting eq 12' from eq 12, and making use of eq 12", gives 
N'-l 

~f(xn+pfJ,fJ)= 
,,=1 

On integrating the second and third terms, this becomes 

N ' -l 1 IX. 1 [('Xl IX' ] 
~f(xn+pfJjfJ) = 27rp JJ(x,fJ)dx- 27rp Jx/(x,fJ)dx + JJ(x,fJ)dx . 

( fJ-7r) + "211' [f(xN" fJ)-f(Xl,fJ)] 

(13) 

In the terms of smallest order we may place f' (XN' ,fJ) f' (xe,() and 
l' (Xl,fJ) l' (xt,fJ). In the terms involving f(XN' ,fJ) and f(Xl,fJ), which 
relative to the principal term, are of first order, we may place 

f(XN"fJ) ~f(x.-pee,fJ) =f(x.,fJ) -poel' (x.,fJ) 

f(Xl,fJ) j(xt+p[27r-fJ i ],fJ) f(xt,fJ) +p (27r-fJ/)]' (xt,fJ). 
Also 
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Similarly, 

27r; { Lj(x,O)dx= 27r~ (x~: lJ(X. ,O) + (x - x.)1' (x.,O)I 
J XN' Jx.-po. 

= -l;~(x.,O) -Pg:f' (x.,O) 1 
By use of these expansions, eq 13 becomes 

~f(Xn +pO,O) = 2~pj)(x,0)dx 

+(O-g:-7r)J(x.,O) +~[O-~-7ry - ;;]1' (X., 0) 

-(O-g~+ 'Ir)J(Xt,O) -~[ (O-~+ 7ry - ;;]1'(X(,O). 

627 

The series on the right side of eq 10 is found by multiplying this by 
ado and integrating from 0=0 to 0=27r. Equation 10 then becomes 

a [8 a J.2'- i X' I 2 2 J(x,0)ds=2 do d:rj(x ,O) 
-ya +p . , 7rP, X( 

+; J.°dO{[7r - (8~-0)]J(xc,0) +p([ 7r - (~.-O)] 2 _ ;;)JI (X., 0) } 

+; L2dO{[0-i·- 7r ]J(xe,O) +P([0- 02- 7r]- ;;)1' (x.,O)} 
o. 

(14) 

To reduce eq 14 to a more convenient form, consider the function 
8(Oi-0), which is an odd periodicfunction of its argument with period 
27r, having a finite discontinuity when i~s argument is zero or 27rn. 
It is defined for all other values of its argument by the series 

8(Ot-0) = :tsin n(Oi-O), 
n=l n 

(lSa) 

so that 

(ISb) 
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Applying the theorem (eq 16) to eq 17 gives 

M=2~(f ( dSd(xz,Bz) 7rpz ) s, 

629 

( 2'- { [ 7rZp2J} -2~Jo d8z Pz8«(J12-(Jz)f(Xlz,(Jz)+ p~82«(Jj2-B2)- 122 j'(Xlz,(J2)' (19) 

We may now introduce into the various integrals of eq 19 the ex
pressions for f(X2,8z), f(X e2 ,(J2), f(XI2,(J2), f' (X ez ,(J2), and f' (Xt2,B2) obtained 
from eq 18. We retain only three orde~:s of magnitude. 

Since f' occurs only in the second-order terms of eq 19, we need 
only the principal part of fl, which is the X2- derivative of the principal 
term in eq 18 so that we place 

I (xz,B2) =2al ( 2dBI ( x"dxIF' (xz- xl,B1,B2) 7rPljo Ju, 

= 27r;: 502
,,- d(Jl{F(X2 - Xel,(JI,(J2) - F(xz-xtll(JI,Bz)}' 

This is required only for the constant values xz=Xt~ and xz = Xtz . On 
making these substitutions and taking account of eq 1, it is found that 

M=Mo+ 4} {WlZ+ WZ1+ 7r PlP2 

+ W2 (xeZ {l,B 111 B'2) - W2 (X'2' I,B'lIB'2) 

+ W2 (X1Z'l,B'1'8t2) - WZ(Xt2{l,BtllBt2) }, (20) 

where 

Wz (XI,IIIB/IIBI,) == 
(2.. (2 .. I[ J 2 7rZ(p2+p2)} 

2ala2 Jod(Jl JodB21 P28 (BIo-B2) -Pl8«(JI,- B1) - {2 2 F(xltt"Bl,Bz) (21) 

and 

(22) 

where the subscript t suggests "terminal," so that Xt2tl is anyone of 
the four possible distances between terminal planes, one of which is 
a terminal plane for the first sheet, the other for the second sheet. 

Each of the four x-differences represented by Xt t, namely, . , 
may be positive or negative. The notation Bt indicates which ter-

1 

minal azimuth of No.1, and Bt, which terminal azimuth of No.2 is 
associated with a specified x-difference. 

-l 
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The second-order term, W2, is an even function of its x-argument, 
but the other terms are not so simple for 

WI2 == J i~S12a2 1d02 

[P28 (8e, - (2)F(x.,-XI,81,82) -P28 (81,-02)F(x/. -Xl,01,(2)] (23a) 

and 

W21 == J i~S22al 1dOI 

[p18(Oe - (1)F(xo-xe ,81>(2) - PI8 (8/ - (JI)F(X2-Xt ,01>(2)] , (23b) 
1 ... 1,: 1 1 

If the integrals were left in this form, it would be necessary to dis
criminate between the various cases arising out of the possible com
binations of positive and negative signs among the foUl' x-values. 
The formulation of these cases would be tedious and awkward because 
of their lack of symmetry. 

This may be avoided without any loss in generality by transforming 
all the x-integrations of eq 23 into others in which the x-argument of 
F has the same algebraic sign throughout the range of integration. 
To do this, we may write eq 23a in the form 

The first XI integral is 

The second is 

so that 
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Similarly, 
W21 = 

2al~ So2d01So2d02{Pl 8 (0'1- 01 {lXF(xl ,01,02)dx' - foXF(X' ,OJ ,02)dx' ] 

+PI8(Oil-01{lXp(xI,01,Oz)dxl - SoxF(X',Oj,02)dx'J 

Adding these gives 
WI2 +W21 = 

=Wl (Xe,i"OI"Oe,) -WI (x.,."O."Oe,) +WI (xV"O."Oi,) -WI (Xt,t"Oi"Ot,), (24) 

where 

(25) 

This definition makes WI an odd function of its x argument. 

The mutual inductance of the current sheets may be put in a similar 
form by writing the XIX2 integrals of eq 1 

In the first of these double integrals let x" =X', -Xl, and in the second 
let x" =Xi, -XI. The first becomes 

The second becomes 

Hence eq 1 gives as the mutual inductance, M o, of the two current 
sheets 

(26) 

where 

Wo(X) =ala2!odOlidOzldxlI idx'F(Xl,Oh02) , (26') 

which is an even function of x vanishing with x. Its x derivative, 
w~(x), is an odd function of x vanishing with it. 
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An interpretation of the function, wo(x), may be obtained by con
sidering the special case where Xii =Xi2 and xel =xe2 , which is 

where 

2wo(x) 
M = 4-2--=2nln2wO (x) , 

7r P1P2 

X=Xe2 il =Xi2el =ll =l2 

and n l =1/27rPb n2=1/27rp2=number of turns per unit axial length. 
This shows that wo(x) is one-half the mutual inductance of the two 
current sheets, when they have the same end planes, their common 
length being lxi, and when each sheet has one turn per unit axial length 
(both axial and angular current in the sheets). 

Collecting these results, the mutual inductance, M, between the 
two helices (their Neumann's integral) is 

M=nl~{w (Xe211,lJil,lJe2) - W(Xe2el ,Oel,Oe2) +W(Xi2cl,lJel,lJi2) 

-W(Xi2il,lJi]lOi2)}' (27) 
where 

W(xtZ/l,1J 1]llJ (2 ) = Wo (x 12 11) +Wl (X I2/1 ,0 Il,lJ t2) +W2(XIZI1,IJ /1 ,1J(2)' (28) 

where Wo is given by eq 261, WI by eq 25, and W2 by eq 21. The x-differ
ences, Xl2/p between terminal planes of the current sheets and the 
terminal azimuths, OIl and 012, associated with each of these are given 
in eq 22 and 221. It is now apparent that eq ;28 is general, whatever 
combination of positive and negative signs the four x-differences may 
have. These signs are automatically taken care of in the definitions, 
eq 261, 25, and 21, of wo, WI, and W2, respectively, which shows that 
and ())o and W2 are continuous even functions of x, WI being an odd 
function of x. 

It is evident also from these definitions, that WI and W2 (and hence w) 
are periodic functions of the terminal azimuths IJ /I and IJ IZ ' since IJ is 
periodic with period 27r. The period of W will be seen to be 27r for each 
angle. Consequently, W(X/ I/2' OIl' 1J 12 ) is developable in a double 
Fourier's series of sines and cosines of multiples of these two angles, 
the development holding for all values of the angles and the coefficients 
being functions of Xl2/1 (and of r, ai, a2) 

Since Wo is the finite term, both the terms (cos (Oz-1J 1) and P1PZ/aiaZ 
(constituting the numerator of the expression (eq 2) defining F) must 
be retained in evaluating woo But since WI is in general an infinitesimal 
of first order and Wo of second order, the term P1PZ/alaz is negligible in 
the definition of F, which is used for evaluating WI and Wz (since terms 
of third order have been neglected). 

The system of subscripts in the designation of the t.hree associated 
variables (XI,/" IJ I" 01,) has now served its purpose of indieating which 
pair of terminal azimuths is associated with a given x-difference. 
From here on in the study of the W funct.ions we adopt the simpler 
notation (x, 01, 1J2) for these three associated variables and place here 
for reference, see eq 22 and 22', 

jX=XI.I" 1J1=IJ/"IJZ=IJ(, I 
W(XIIJI,OZ)=W(xI(,IJI,IJ/) • J' 1 II 

(29) 
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This change necessitates a change in the notation of the variables of 
integration so that eq 26',25, and 21 may now be written 

( <) - l Xd "lx"d ,!o2"d8 ,!o2"d8 ,[cos(8/ - 82' ) + PIP2/ala21 (30) Wo x - alG-:l x x 1 2 R ( , 8 ' 8 ') o 0 0 0 12 X , 1 , 2 

(3 1) 

w2(x,81,82) = 2ala2 !o21rd81 , !o21rd82,{p( 8 2(81-8/) - ;;J 
+ 2[ 2( ') 7r2J 2 ( ') ( ,)lcos (8;-8;) pz 8 82-82 -12 - PIP28 81-81 8 8-82 JRI2(X,8~,8;) . (32) 

Equation 28 becomes 

w(x,81,82) = wo(x) +Wl (x,81,82) +w2(x,81,82). (33) 

In the relatively small terms WI and W2, a sufficient approximation to 
the exact expressions 

8(8) = ~sin n8 and 82(8) _ 7r2 = ~cos 2n8 (34) 
n = l n 12 n=l n 

IS 

8(8)=7r2(sin 8+! sin 28) and 82(8)- 7r2=~(COS 8+cOS 28) . (35) 
9 2 12 9 4 

Using this approximation, eq 31 becomes 

WI (X,8h82) =2;2ala2!ax dx' !a2d8~!a2d8;{p{sin (8~-81) +~sin 2(8~ -81) J 

r · (' )+1 . (' )J}cos (8~-8;) (36) -P2Lsm 82 -82 2sm 2 82 - 82 RI2(Xl,8~,8; , 
and eq 32 becomes 

w2(x,8J,82) = 27r2;la2 fad8; l~l8;{P( cos (8; -81) +~ cos 2 (8; - 81) J 

+p(cos (8;-82)+~ cos 2 (8;-82)J 

27r2PIP2[' (' ) 1. (' )J - - 9- sm 81-81 +2 sm 2 81 -81 

[ . (' ) + 1. (' J} cos (8; - 8;) 
sm 82-82 "2 sm 2 82 - 82 R I2(x,8;,8;) ' (37) 

For reference is placed here an alternative approximation 

(38) 

269047-41-2 
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which is seen to be a good approximation, since 

and 

2 7I"2[ 32" sin (2n-l)~J 
8 (0)=4 1- 7I"3~ (2n-l)3 ,when 0<0< 71"/2. 

For the type of expansions required here the three-term approxima
tion for 8 2 given in eq 35 will be used. It has about the same precision 
as the two-term approximation, eq 38. The latter is equivalent to 
one used 3 in considering coaxial helices, as it led to a simple expression 
for the term corresponding in that case to Wz, which was in finite terms . 

.A. comparison of the approximate expression adopted for 8 (0) and 
for 8 2(0)-112/12 in (eq 35) with the exact series (eq 34), for thesefunc
tions shows that we have retained only the first two terms of the series, 
and have arbitrarily inserted the factor 71"2/9, which is slightly greater 
than 1, and in fact it is sufficient to replace this by 1 in the second
order terms. 

In the following section the w-functions are expanded in a double 
Fourier's series in the terminal azimuth angles 01 and O2• 

IV. EXPANSION OF w IN A DOUBLE FOURIER'S SERIES OF 
THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLES 

In figure 3 is shown the projection of the two parallel cylinders 
upon the yz plane, and rl2 is the projection of the distance RI2 from PI 
to P2, so that 

(39) 

The x axis being taken as the axis of cylindrical coordinates, al and 
01 are cylindrical coordinates of PI, but the cylindrical coordinates of 
P 2 may be taken as r2 and 0;, as shown in figure 3. Since rl2 is one 
side of the triangle P I OI P 2, the other two sides, ai, and r 2, including 
the angle 01 - 0;, 

(40) 

Since I/RI2 is an even periodic function of the angle (0 1-0;), its Fourier 
series may be written 

1 2 .. 
J1= ,- ~ Encf>n(x,ahr 2) cos n(OI-O;) , (41) 

12 -V a l r 2 n-O 

where EO=~ and En= 1, if n;t!'O) , and where 

cf>n (x,al,r2) 

-Jalr2 

and x, ai, r 2, O; are held constant in this integration. 
, Reference 2, p. 25!)--261. 

(42 a) 
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Another integral representation of this function, which will be 
derived later and which involves Bessel's function, I n, is 

P, 

cp" (x,al,T2) 
..jalT2 

~--· -I-------------------~ 

Z 

(42b) 

y 

FIGURE 3.-Projection of the two helices upon a plane perpendicular to their axes. 
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This integral may be evaluated, the result being a function of the 
single dimensionless variable k, so that 

CPn (x,al,r2) 
-J alr2 

lc2n+l r2( n+~) ( 1 1 ) 
27r-Jalr2' r(2n+ l)F n+"2,n+"2,2n+ljk2 , (43) 

where 

(44) 

and where F is the hypergeometric function. It is evident that the 
function CPn(X-xl,r,rl) /-Jrrl is a solution of the partial differential 
equation 

(45a) 

and also of 

(45b) 

It is further evident that CPn is a symmetrical function of the two sets, 
x,r, and XI,l'l, becoming infinite logarithmically when they approach 
coincidence. It is the Green's function and the nucleus of many 
integral equations which arise when a solution of eq 45 is required 
and which has assigned values (or assigned values for its "surface 
density of charge") on surfaces of revolution about the x-axis. Thus 
the function 

Va (x,r) = CPO(x-xl,r,rl) /-Jrrl 

is a potential at a point P whose cylindrical coordinates are x and r. 
It is symmetrical about the x-axis and is due to a unit circular line 
charge distributed with uniform linear density over the circular arc 
of radius rl in the plane Xl, which is coaxial with the x-axis. 

More generally, if n is any integer, the function 

CPn(X-Xl,1",rt) 
-Jrr'l 

is the solution of eq 45a at a point x,r, due to a unit circular line 
"source" at Xl,rl, in the sense that the solution of eq 45a, whose 
surface density of source (j is given on any surface of revolution 
(xl= function of rl), is found by integrating 

J(j(r1)cpn(X-Xt ,r,rl) ') d 
I ~7rrl Sl, 

-V rrl 

where dSl is an element of the generating arc of the given surface of 
revolution, lying in a plane throu~h the x-axis, and the integral is 
taken between the appropriate limItS. If (]' is known, this gives the 
solution, but if the function is assigned, this is an integral equation 
to determine (]', after which this integral gives the solution. The most 
appropriate expansions of this nucleus of the integral equations in a 
given coordinate system are those which are the canonical bilinear 
expansion of the nucleus in terms of its normal functions for that 
system. 
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The role of this function cf>n for solutions of eq 45a, having assigned 
values on surfaces of revolution, is as fundamental as that of l/RpiP 

in the general theory of electrostatics, and in fact its expansion in 
normal functions follows from that of l /R piP by eq 42a. 

Some coordinates pertinent to the problem of this paper may here 
be mentioned. 

The first is the spherical coordinate system. If the values of a 
solution U of eq 45a are assigned on the sphere made by revolving the 
circle x~+ri=Rr about the x-axis, and R, .I, f) are the spherical 
coordinates of P, while (RI, .II, f)1) are those of PI, where R = x2+r2, 

.I=x/R and tan f)=y/z (where f) is the same as in cylindrical coordi
nates), then it is known that 

1 _ '" '" r(m-n+ 1) n -m-I n m 
RplP -2 ~€n cos n(f)-f)I) ~n r(m+n+ 1) P m(.\)R P m(.lI)RI (46) 

when R > R I• (with interchange of Rand RI for the case R < R 1). 

The expansion corresponding to eq 41 is 

(47) 

so that 

cf>n(X-xI ,r,rl) = 2S r(m-n+ 1) P;~(~)R -m- lpr:...(~I)R'{' (48) 
..jrrl m=n r (m+n+1) 

when R > R I (with interchange of Rand Rl when R < R I ), where 
pr:...m is the associated Legendre function (Ferrer's). This is the 
canonical bilinear expansion of the nucleus in terms of normal func
tions for the spherical surface RI by means of which solutions of 
eq 45a may be found when their values or the values of their source 
density on the sphere are assigned. 

When the solution of eq 45a has assigned values on an oblate 
spheroid, oblate spheroidal coordinates are used. The bilinear expan
tion for this nucleus in such coordinates is used in a later section and 
applied to the limiting case where the spheroid becomes a circular disk. 

The expansion in toroidal coordinates is also intimately related to 
the present problem, the function cf>n(k) being a toroidal function 

cf>n(k)=~Qn-;(;2-1), where Qn is Legendre's function of the second 

kind. 

The derivation of eq 42b may be made by use of Heine's integral 
formula, 

1 1 J'" T = I 2+ 2 = e-lzltJoh2t)dt. 
12 -yX r l 2 

(49) 

Using Neumann's addition formula, 

'" 
=2~€nJ~(alt)JnCr?t) co:;; n(f), -f);) 

. 1I=Q , .. 

(50) 
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gIves 

which, by comparison with eq 41, gives eq 42b. In the expansion 
Ceq 41) or its equivalent Ceq 51), both r2 and 8; are functions of 82 • 

Since r2 is one side of the triangle, P20102 (fig. 3), the other sides, r 
and a2, including the angle (7r-82), 

r~=r2-2ra2 cos (7r-82)+a~. (52) 

To obtain the Fourier's cosine series in 81 and 82 for l/R12' the term 
Jo (r12t) in the integrand of eq 49 must be expressed explicitly in 
terms of these angles. Hence in the expansion (eq 50), the term 
J"l (r2t) e-tn28~ must be expanded as a Fourier series in 82, and for this a 
more general formula than Neumann's addition formula (eq 50) is 
required. 

Neumann's addition formula is a special case of a more general 
addition formula derivable from that of Sonin,. which, applied to the 
triangle P20102, may be put in the form 

J"l (r2t)e-tll18i= ~ J"1-n.2 (rt)Jn2 (a2t) e- t"282. (53) 
n2=-CO 

Using this in eq 50 gives 

J O(r12t) = ~ ~ J"l-n/rt)J"l (alt)J"2(~t) .e'(n181- n2821. (54) 
n.l = -(I) n2=-(D 

By use of this expansion in eq 49, the double Fourier's series expansion 
of the function l/Ru defined in eq 3 is found to be 

1 l'" CD 
- - ~ ~ r/J (x r al ~)et(n181-n2821 

R12 (X,81,82) .,jala2 II,_-CD n,=-CD "1'''2 " , 

1 CD CD 
= .,jal~ n'~CD n'~CD r/Jnlm2(x,r,a!,a2) cos (n181-~82)' (55) 

which may be written 

1 

or 
1 

2 CD CD { 
,-~ ~ Enl En2 (r/J"l '''2 + r/Jnl,- n2) cos n18l cos n282 

-yala2n,=0 f/,=o 

+ (r/Jnl'''2 -r/J"1.-n2) sin n18! sin ~82}' (56') 

I N. Nielsen, lJl\udbucb der r beorie der Cylinder Funktionen, p . 287, Teubner (1904) . 
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The coefficients tPnll n2 are even functions of x, which are represented 
by 

tPn).n2(x,r,aha2) = ...j a)a2 So:-lxllJnl -n2(rt)Jnl (a)t)J~2(a2t)dt, 
or by Fourier's rule, 

(57a) 

(57b) 

which shows that tPnvn2=tP-nV'2' On inserting the expansion (eq 56) 
in the three equations, 30, 31, 32, noting that 

= 0 if n = O 

the Fourier's series for the function w is obtained. 
corresponding to current sheets may be written 

The term Wo 

(58) 

where the principal part of w is Wl1 due to the angular component of 
current in the sheets. The term 

is due to the axial components of current in the sheets and is an 
infinitesimal of second order. 

The functions Wu and Woo are special cases of the function Wnl"2 
defined by 

(59) 

so that 

The first-order infinitesimal WI given by eq 31 is found to be 

(61) 
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and the second-order term W2, derived from eq 32 becomes 

w2(x,BJ/J2) 

=47r2~ ala2{p~±COS nOI[ cf>n+l,l (x,r ,al,a2) + cf>n-l,-l (x,r,al,a2)] 
n=1 n2 

2 '" cos n(7r- 02) 
+P2::8 2 [cf>n+I,I(X,r,a2,al)+cf>n-I,-I(x,r,a2,al) ] 

n=1 n 
'" '" 1 

+PIP2::8 ::8 - [(cf>",+I,-n,+l+cf>n.-l,-n,-I) cos (nlfh+n202) 
n,=1 n,=1 nln2 

-(cf>n,+I,n,+I+cf>n,-lm,-I) cos (nI01-n202)]j, (62) 

where the arguments of all the cf>-functions in the double series are 
(x, r, ai, a2), respectively. In deriving these expressions from the 
expansion (eq 55), we have made use of the fact (shown by eq 57b) 
that ,/,-n -n =cf>n n and also of the relation (shown by eq 57a that 0/ l' , l' J 

(63) 

which obviously hold for the functions w",n, and w' n,n,' 

The approximate expressions for 8 and 8 2 given in eq 35 merely 
indicate that WI is found from eq 61 by retaining only the first two 
terms of each series and inserting the factor 7r2/9, while the second-order 
term, Wz, is sufficiently represented by merely extending the nl, and. 
n2 summations each from 1 to Z in the series given in eq 62. 

In the case of coaxial helices (r= O), eq .57a, shows that 

cf>n,n,(X,0,alJa2) =cf>n, (X,al,a2)On,n, =cf>n, (k)on,n" 

where 

k2= 4ala2 
X2+ (al +a2)2 

and o""n,= 1, if nl=n2, = zero otherwise. Equation 61 shows that 
WI =0, and eq 62 shows that 

WZ-i'>_47r2pIP2~ ala2±[cf>n_1 (k) + cf>n+l (k)] cos n(o; -02) , 
n=1 n 

where 01 - O2 is the azimuthal difference of the two terminals. 
Hence the surviving terms are equivalent to those previously 

obtained for the coaxial case in eq 49 of the paper quoted (footnote 2). 
The terms nln2Wn (x), nln2WOO(x) , nln2w~(x,(it -02) of this paper correspond 
to Wo(X), wx(x), and wa (x,Ox)(OX=01-02) of that paper, where nln2 
= 1/47r2PIP2' 

For the coaxial helices in a current balance, the term W2 compared 
with Wo was found to be 10 parts in a million. 

To derive a formula by which the mutual inductance of the two 
helices may be computed in the general case, where their axes are 
merely parallel, it is necessary to obtain expressions by which the 
functions cf>n,n, and their first and second partial integrals with respect 
to x may be computed. None of the integrals, eq 57 a, 57b, 59, and 
60, may be integrated in finite terms, so we are driven to expansions 

I 

J 
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in series. Such expansions in oblate spheroidal harmonics are ob
tained in the following sections. 

By reference to the relation (eq 63) it is evident that CPn"n" where 
nl and n2 are any integers (positive, negative, or zero), is obtainable 
(by interchange of the arguments, al and az when necessary) from one 
of the following three irreducible cases: 

Case A; n2=nl~0 
Case B; 0:::::n2< nl 
Case G; n2< 0 and nl> O 

However, this requires that we obtain expansions for CP"ln, in these 
three cases, without committing ourselves to a restriction that a2< al, 
that is, one that is valid when al and a2 are interchanged. 

V. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS SATISFIED BY THE FUNCTION CPn"n, 

From the differential equation satisfied by Bessel's function, com
bined with the integral r epresentation of CPn"n, in (eq 57a), it is found 
that CPnl,n2 satisfies the two partial differential equations 

{D2 D2 ID n2} CP"tl n, h . x+ r+- '-2 ,-=0, W ere n=nl-n2~O, 
r r -valaz 

(64) 

and 

{D~+D2 +!D _?!J} CPn" n, = 0 (65) 
x ., a al a2 ' , 

1 1 -Vala2 

and also a similar equation, where al and nl are replaced by a2 and 11,2' 

As to boundary conditions, it is evident that ~nl,n, vanishes when 
-V al a2 

-JxZ+r2 ---,)00 , or when -Jx2+a~ ---,)00 . The function is also regular in the 
neighborhood of r= O or (aj = 0) and is finite, continuous, and single
valued in general and an even function of x. 

The partial derivative with respect to x, cP~ n is an odd function of x. 
II 2 

Defining (]" by 

(]" = _ CP;"n,(+0,r,al,a2) _+ cp~"n, (- O,r,al,a2) 
- 27r -J ala2 - 27r -J alaz 

150'" =2- tJ,,_n (rt) J n (aJt )Jn (azt)dt . 
1T" 0 l' 1 : I 

(66) 

it will be seen that (]" must be zero when r< I al - az I and when r > al + az, 
for the integral represent.ation (eq 57b) exhibits CPn.,n, as a double line 
integral around two parallel circles of radii al and az, x being the 
distance between their planes and r the distance between their axes. 
In the case nl = nz= l , the function cpJl multiplied by 47rz-JalaZ is the 
mutual inductance of the two parallel circles. 
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Equation 57b may be "WTitten 

(67) 

Each of these integrals is a special case of double-line integrals taken 
around the two circles of type 

(68) 

where 
dsl =ald()l and ds2=a2d()2 

are elements of arc of the circles, Rl2 being the distance between the 
two points of integration, PI in the first circle and P2 on the second. 
The first of radius al may be considered in the plane x= O coaxial 
with the x-axis, the second parallel to it has its center at a point whose 
cylindrical coordinates are (x,r,(). Since l/R12 is so fundamental in 
the theory of electrostatics, and because electrostatic problems are 
familiar to most of us, some guidance may be obtained by availing 
ourselves occasionally of an electrostatic interpretation of integrals 
involving the factor 1/R12 in the integrand. Thus the first line integral 
in eq 68, which is 

is the electrostatic potential at any point P 2 on the second circle when 
the first circle is a line charge with linear density fl«()l). Hence, if 
the second circle is a line charge of linear density j2«()2) , then 

-- 4>'(x)=-Dxcf> = J>2«()2) Exds2, where Ex=-DxV 

the x-component of the electric field of the first circle at any point P2 

of the second. Consequently, - cf>' = F,,= the x-component of the 
force which the first circle exerts upon the second. Clearly this 
vanishes when x= O if the circles do not touch or intersect in this 
coplanar position, that is, 

cf>'(O) =0 if O< r< lal - azl (69) 
= 0 if al+a2< r<ro. 

In the remaining case, lal-a21<r<al + az, the circles intersect if they 
are brought into the same plane while keeping r constant. This is 
the case for which figure 3 is drawn, assuming a2< al (but the argu
ment may be made by reference to that figure, keeping in mind the 
other possibility, al< a2). In this case the values of ()1 and ()2 corre
sponding to one point of intersection Po are called ()~ and ()g, respec-

K 
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Equation 14 may therefore be written 

..; 2a 
2 r'f(X,8)ds=2~(f r f(Xj8)dS+ 

a +p Jo 7rp J8 

+2a So2d8{P8(8e -8)f(x,,8) + [ p28 2(8.-8) - 1T;~]f' (X., 8) } 

-2a So2d8{P8(8 t -8)f(Xi,8) + [ p28 2(8 t-8) -1T;~]f/(Xi' 8) }} (16) 

where 0, has been replaced by 8" the distinction between the two be
ing now no longer material, since 8. appears only in 8 (8.-8), which 
is a periodic function of its argument with period 21T. 

The parenthesis on the right of eq 16, which has the factor 1/21Tp, 
contains three orders of magnitudes. The first, or finite term, is the 
surface integral of f taken over the sheet S. 

If eq 16 be divided by 27rNa, the first member becomes l/sfo' fds= 
the line average of f taken alon~ the helix. The principal t erm on 
the right becomes l/SffjdS, whlCh is the surface average of j taken 
over S. Equation 16 is therefore the required relation giving the 
difference of these two averages as a relatively small quantity in which 
two orders of magnitude have been retained. 

By two successive applications of the transformation represented in 
eq 16 we may convert the two successive line integrals along the two 
helices (which represent their mutual inductance, M) into two suc
cessive surface integrals over their equivalent sheets plus small cor
rection t erms. To begin this, 'eq 9 may be written 

a2 fa" M I 2+ 2 d8d(~,82) 
-y a2 P2. 0 

the integration being along the second helix, 

j(x2,82) = ..; :~ 2 ( Sds1F(X2- Xl,81,82), 
a1 PIJO 

the latter integration being taken along the first helix. 

By use of eq 16 

f(X2,82) =2~pl(f IldS1F(X2-XI,81; 82) 

+2al ( 2dIJ1{P I 8 (8. -81)F(X2-X. ,81,82) Jo I I 

(17) 

_[pi82(8'1-81) - 7r;~iJF' (X2-X'IA82)} 

-2al ( 2d81{PJ8(8, -81)F(X2-Xt ,81,8,) Jo I 1-

-[Pi82(8i,-81) - 7r;~iJF'(X2-Xi,,81,82)}). (18) 
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tively. The angle 2t/t between the intersecting arcs may be taken 
as the angle OIP00 2, so that 

{2t/t=lJg-IJ~, where O::;:O~::;:7r and o::;:eg::;:7r, }. 
so that 0::;:2t/t::;:7r 

(70) 

The coordinates, (J~=27r-fIl and (J'g = 27r - lJg refer to the other point 
of intersection P~. 

When the two circles approach the same plane (x~+O), the 
infinitesimal · arcs in the neighborhood of Po (or P~) contribute a 
finite amount to their mutual repulsion Fx in the x-direction, because 
R lz vanishes at Po (and P~). Arcs at a finite distance from these 
points contribute a vanishlng amount to Fx. The curvature of the 
intersecting arcs becomes irrelevant, but of course the angle 2t/t at 
which they intersect is important. - The value of the integral may be 
computed as in the case of two endless stra~ght-line charges approach
ing intersection, their lineal' charge densities being variable, but only 
the values of these densities at Po (or P') being effective. If we 
allow for discontinuities in the functions.fl (IJ I ) and.f2 (1J2) (as for 
example in eq 31 and eq 32, in the integrals defining "'I and "'2), we 
find, when ial-azi< r< al+a2 and cp, defined by eq 68, that 

_cp' (+0) =~ {(fl (~+O) +11 (f)~-0»)(f2(Og+0) :-12(Og- 0») 
sm 2t/t 2 2 

+fl (IJ'~+O) ; 11 (O'g-- O») f2 (lJ'g+ 0) tI2 (O'g-0») 

+( 7r 7r 4t/t ) [fl (rfl+O) -;11 (o~- O») f 2(Og+0) -;lz(Og- O») 

+fl (O'~+ O) -;.fl (O'~-O»)f2 (O'g+O) -;12 (O'g-O) ) J)'(71) 
!, For the case where.fl and.f2 are continuous functions, this becomes 

- cp' (+0) = s~~t/t [11 (OV.f2(Bg) +.fl (O~).f2(O'g)1. (71') 

Using this in eq 67 leads to the following expression for the a defined 
in eq 66: 

(72) 

where 

A I = al +a2 } 

A 2 =ial-azi 
, so that 0<A2< A I • (73) 

The absolute value ial-azi is used for A2 , so that we need not commit 
ourselves on the question as to which of the two circular radii, al or 
a2, is the larger. 
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The second member of eq 72 is a function of r, since ffl. and eg and 
21/;=eg-8~ are functions of r. However, it is more convenient to 
reverse this and to express (J" and r as functions of 1/;, which may be 
done by expressing 8~ as functions of 1/;. 

To do this we define ~~ by 

, al-aZ 
to=al+a2 _ -l<~~<l 
~o=-Vl_~~=2-Jala2= Il_(A2)2 O<~o<l . 

o al+a2 -V Al 

(74) 

Considering the triangle OlP002 of figure 3, it is evident that 

(75) 

(75') 

(76) 

(77 a) 

(77b) 

When considering 8~ and eg as functions of r, aI, and a2, this may be 
indicated by writing 8~= 8~(r,al , a2) and 8g=8g(r,al,a2). It is evident 
from these definitions that when we interchange the arguments at 
and az, e~ goes into 1l"-8g and 8g goes into 1l"-8~, that is, 

(78a) 
and 

8g(r,aZ,al) =1l"-8~(r,al,a2). (78b) 

On the other hand, 21/;(=eg-8V is unaltered by interchange of argu
ments al and az. 

( 
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By eq 77 we may write (if ~ ( ) denotes the real part) 

Ct~~y'-n' 
----'-------'---=-nl~n,r (nl - nz + 1). 
(1-~5 cosz tf;) - 2-

n,-n, t(1 _~~)k cos 2(k +nz)tf; 
.~( -1) 1+~~ r(k + l)r(l +nl-nz-k) 

(_1)n(£y(~)-n'r(nl-nz+ 1) 
= nl-n2· 

(1 -~~ cos2 tf;) - 2-

Hence, if we define the integer n by 
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n = nl-n2, so that n ~ 0 in all cases, A, B, and 0, (79) 

while n2 may be positive or negative, then 

11=0 - - - - - - - - - - when o <r< A2 
2 (l+~~)n r (n+l) 

= ~~7r2A2 sin 2tf; -2- (1 t2 2 .,,)~ 
. -~ocos 'I' 2 

n (1_~~)K cos 2(k+nz)tf; (80) 
·~(_1)K 1+~~ r (k+l) r (l + n-k) 

when Az<r< Al 
=0 - - - - - - - - - - when A1< r< 00 

In case n=O, this series reduces to the simple term cos 2n2tf;, so tha 

2 cos 2mtf; 

Quite a different electrostatic interpretation of ¢ n will now be 
In2 

useful. If x, r, and fJ are considered as the cylindrical coordinates of 
a point P in space, the function V(x,r,fJ) = (ala2)-t¢nl,n2(x,r,al,a2) 
cos (nl-n2)fJ is the Newtonian potential at any point P due to a simple 
distribution of charge upon the annular surface (A2<r<A 1,x=0), whose 
surface density is (J" cos (nl-nz)fJ, so that the (J" defined by eq 66 or 80 
plays the same part for solutions of eq 64 that surface density on the 
annulus plays for solutions of Laplace's equation. 

In the following section an expansion for ¢nl'n2 is obtained in terms 
of the normal functions of oblate spheroidal coordinates, these being 

'---
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used because in terms of them cf>nl'''2 admits of a single expansion 
valid for all real values of x and for all positive or zero values of r, all 
and a2, whereas ordinary spherical coordinates require three different 
expansions according as 0::::r::::A2' A2::::r::::At, or Al::::r:::: co, and the 
expansion in the second of these cases is somewhat complicated. In 
this respect, toroidal coordinates are superior to spherical but inferior 
to spheroidal, as the expansions require only two cases. 

VI. EXPANSION OF cf>"ln2 IN OBLATE SPHEROIDAL 
COORDINATES 

Instead of the cylindrical coordinates (x, r, 0) the (oblate) spheroidal 
coordinates, ~, TJ, (J (the same (J), may be used to designate a point in 
space, where 

, where . (81) x=AJ~TJ } {-1::::~::::1} 
r = ArJ (7:'1---'~;:;;;2):-;(-=-1 +~TJ=Z) 0:::: TJ:::: 00 

Solving for ~ ad TJ gives 

e= 2~i{A~-x2-r2+ .J[xz+ (r+ AJ) 2][X2+ (r- AJ)2]} 
(82) 

TJ2=2~i{x2+r2-Ai+.J[x2+ (r+ AJ)2][X2+ (r- AJ) 2J} 

Also from eq 81, we find 

[ dt2 dTJ2 ] 
dx2+dr2= Ai(e+ 1)2) 1 ~ e+l+TJ2 . (83) 

The locus of the equation, TJ = constant, is the entire surface of the 
oblate spheroid, whose equation is 

x2/AiTJ2+ r2/AW + 7] 2) = 1, 

whose foci are at (x= O, r= ±AJ)' In particular, the locus of 7] = 0 is '] 
both sides of the circular disk (x= O, O::::r, ::::AJ), at the edge of which 
~=O, and ~ increases from zero to 1 on the side X= + 0 as the point 
passes from the edge to the origin, or x-axis, while ~ decreases from 
o to -Ion the side X= -0 as the point moves down to the axis. 
The locus ~= + 1 is the positive x-axis, and ~= -1 is the negative 
x-axis. 

The hyperboloid which is confocal with every such spheroid whose 
equation is 

-x2/Aie+r2/Ai(1-~2) = 1 

must be considered as the two loci, that half for which x>O being 
the locus ~=~J>O, and that for which x<O being the locus ~= -~J <0. 
Large values of TJ correspond to points far away from the origin, since 
1 +7]2= (x2+r2)/Ai+~2. The differential equation (64) becomes 

{D[( 2)DJ n2 }cf>nl,nz_ {D [( 2)DJ n2 }cf>nlJ"'.! ( ) ~ 1-~ ~ -1_/:.2 ,--- n 1+7] ~ +1+ 2 ,-, 84 
'> -ValaZ 7] -vaJaZ 

-~~~-------------- .. ---.--
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which has solutions of Lhe form 

where pet) is a solution of 

D~[(l - e)p']+[J.L(J.L+l) - l n2

e ]p=0, where P' = D£P (86) 

and RC'l) is a solution of 

D~[(l +?]2)R'J - [M(M+ 1) - 1 ~?]2}=O (87) 

n = n1-n2' (88) 

As shown in the preceding section, iL is sufficient to consider n = nl-n2, 
where n is a positive integer, or zero, while n2 is either positive, 
negative, or zero, and nl~O. Equation 87 goes into the same type 
as eq 86 in the independent variable z, where ?]=iz. 
One solution of eq 86 for the case where - 1 <~< 1 may be taken as 
p = p:m, "which is (Ferrer's) associated Legendre function. This 
reduces to the accepted value when p= an integer, if we define it, for 
general values of J.L,p whenI1-~1 <2 by 

• (l-e)~r(M+ p+ 1) . ( 1 - ~) 
PJJW 2'r(M - V+l)r(v-j- l)F v- M, v+J.L+1,v+1; ~ . (89) 

We make use of the two recurrence relations 

(2wj- l)~P;(r) = (J.L-v+ 1)Pw+1 (r) + (J.L + v)P JJ~l (0 (90) 

(2J.L+ 1) (1 - r2) p:m = - (M-V,+ 1)J.LPJJ+1m + (M + V) (M + l)pl'~lm. (91) 

Also when n is a positive integer 

(92) 

We require also the following expressions when J.L =v+s, where s is a 
positive integer or zero. 

(93) 

P' , (t)= (-1)'2v(1-e)i r (s+v+t) F (_ + + 1 1.t2) (,94a) 
.+28 <; ..j7r r(s +l) S,S v '2",]",<; 
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Also when 11 - el < 1, there are the two relations: 

P" (~)=2"(I-e)"; r(s + v+l)r(s+v+t). 
"+28 r(v+l) r(s+l) r(s+t) 

F (-s,s+ v+hv+ 1 ;1- ~2) (95a) 

2"(I-e).z r(s+v+l) r(s+ v+t) 
P~+28+1(~) rCv + l) rCs + l) rCs+ t) 

~F(-s,s+v+t,v+ l;l-e). (95b) 

The,hypergeometric functions in the last five expressions are polyno
mials, if s is a positive integer or zero, but eq 93, 95a, and 95b are 
valid if v and s are unrestricted. 

The importance of the case J.L = v+s lies in the fact that if v is any 
given constant greater than -1, the infinite set of functions P=+B~ 
constitute a complete set of orthogonal functions for the range -1 
<~<1, for 

(96) 

and 

(97) 

For the range O<~<1 the set of even functions of ~, P=+28~' are a 
closed set of orthogonal functions, as also are the odd functions. 

If a function is developable in terms of these normal functions, its 
development is 

jm = ~(s+v+t)rc~~t~ It;+8m Ijl(~I)P;+8 ~l)d~l for-l<~< 1. (98) 

A special case is 

1m =2ta(2S+v+t)rc;;~~~ It;+28(~) 

I/(~I)p;+28md~1 £01' O<~<l. (98 1) 

For the range here needed, 0::::::7/:::::: co, it is convenient to take the 
general solution of eq 87 in the form 
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The relation 
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( + ") [R'S" R"S'j r (,u - v + 1) 1 rr I' I' - I' I' =2 cos ,u7r r(,u + v+ 1) 
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(99b) 

(100) 

shows that these two functions are linearly independent when 
v=n and ,u =m?:;n. The two recurrence relations 

(2,u + l)1]R:= (,u-V)R:-l- (,u+v+1)R:+1 

(2,u+ 1) (1 +1]2)R~ = - (,u-v) (,u + l)R~-l- (,u+ v+ l),uR:+1 

are also satisfied by the functions S;. 
Since Q~(z)= (z2- 1) ~D~QI'( z), the analogs of eq 92 are 

R~(1]) (_1)nr (,u-n+l)(l+ 2)~D1IR ( ) 
r r(,u+n+l) 1] ~ I' 1] 

cYII r (,u-n+ 1) 2 ~ 11 

01'(1]) r(,u+n+1) (1 + 1] ) D~SI'(1]). 

(lOla) 

(lOlb) 

(102a) 

(102b) 

By use of the recurrence relations, eq gO, 91, lOla, and 101b, we 
obtain equations of the form 

(2,u+ l)p:mR;(1]) = -AIDx[P;-l(~)R;-l (1]) + P;+I(~)R:+l(1])l (103) 

and three others obtained by replacing R:(1]) by S:(1]) and then p~m 
by Q;W in each of the two relations. It is evident from eq 99 

269047-41-3 
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that R~~O when 'I/~ co 

place here for reference 
if J.'> - 1, while S;~ co if .u> 0. We also 

r(.u- V+ I) 
RV(O)=- 2 

I' 2vr(.u1v +1) 
and 

r(.u- v+ I ) 
S'(O)= (cos .u1r+cos V1r) 2 d S"(O) (104) 

I' 2v+l (.u + v )an 1'\ r -2-+1 

r(.u- V +1) (cos .u1r-COS V1r) 2 
~--c---,--+ 

- 2> r(.u+;+I) 

The reciprocal distance from Pl(~I,'l/l,OI) to P(~,'I/,O) has the known 
expansion 

1 2 CD CD 

Rp p= Al~En cos n(O-OI) En( -l)mCm+!) P.::(~)R;:h)P;;'(tl)S;;'('l/I),(I05) 
1 

provided that '1/ >'1/1, that is, the point P lies outside the ellipsoid, 
'1/1, passing through PI. When it is inside, '1/<'1/1 and the above ex
pansion is merely modified by interchanging the arguments 1/ and '1/. 
This expansion is very similar in form to that of spherical coordinates 
given in eq 46. A comparison of eq 105 with eq 47 gives the expansion 
in spheroidal coordinates when '1/>'1/1 

cf;n(X~XI,r,rl) Al ± (-I)m(m+!)P;;.(~)R;:'('I/)P;:'(~I)S;:'('l/I) (106) 
1'1'1 1 m=n 

with interchange of '1/ and '1/1 in case '1/<'1/1. This is similar to the 
expansion of the same function in spherical coordinates given in eq 48. 

Passing now to the case '1/=0, which corresponds to Xl=O and 
O~rl=AI(I-e)H<AI so that the ellipsoid, 1/1, shrinks into the 
circular disc, we find from eq 104 that 

n n _(-1)" r(s+t) 
Sn+2o+1(O) =0 and Sn+20(0) ----zn- r(s+n+ I)" 

Hence if 

(107) 

then 

cf;n(X,T,rl) cf;n(k) 
../1'1'1 ../1'1'1 

1 CD r(s+ I) 
= AI2 n~ (2s+n+t) r (8+n+ 1) P;:+20 (~) R~+2.(1/) P:+2.(~I)' (108) 
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which is valid for all values of 7], as is also the integral representation 

cPn(k) = { co e-1zltJ n (rt)Jn (l' l t)dt· (109) 
-J1'1'1 Jo 

If U is a solution of eq 64, which vanishes when X2+1'2-,;> 00 and such 
that 

(J == - 2:[Dx UJx-+o= + 211T[Dx U]x=-o 

is a given function of r 1(=A1(1-Wt) 

on the circular annulus x=OA2<1'1<AJ, and (J = O when 0~rl<A2' 
and when r>AJ, then ~o being defined as in eq 74 

U= 21TfA.rl(J(rl)cPn(k)dl'l 21TA~ ( fo ~1(J(~I)cPn (k) d~l. (110) 
A, -Jrrl Jo -Jrl'l 

Using eq lOS in this gives 

U= 21TAI £ (2s+n+t) r(s+t) 
2 n 3=0 r(s+n+l) 

(111) 

To confirm this result we note that the function U given by eq 111 
is a solution of eq 64, which vanishes when x2+r2_--,;> 00. 

Also Dx Ux=±o= O when 1'> A1, since (DxUx=o) =(;\7]DfU)~=O and 

P~\23(O) = O. 

When r< A\, 21T(J= - (DxU)x=+o= - Al\~(D~U)~=o and eq 111 gives, 
by use of eq 104, 

co r(2s + 1) {~o 
~(Jm =2~ (2~+n+t)r(2s+2n+ Il~+23m.J", ~\u(~1)P~+23(~\)d~1 (112) 

for 0<~<1. 

Reference to eq 9S' for the case lI=n shows that the second member 
of eq 112 is the development in normal functions of the function 
~(J(~), which is zero when ~o<~<l, that is, when 0~r<A2' which 
shows that eq 111 is the required solution. 

The same confirmation results by using eq 109 in eq 110, which give 

So '" fA. U=21T e,-lxItJ ,,(rt)dt r\(J(r\)Jn(r1t)drJ, 
o A, 

(113) 

(114) 

which is Hankel's integral representation of a function of r, which is 
equal to (J when A 2<r<A 1 and is zero when 0~r<A2 and when 
r>A1. 
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The function 
¢n1n, 

.Jala2 

is equal to U if the density Ceq 80) is used. It is then necessary to 
evaluate the integral 

r£o 1 (l +~~)n 2r (n+l) 
a:"n,= Jo~ICTC~I)P~+23(~I)d~l= 1l'2A12 -2- ' ~02 . 

(1-r)k 
~ (_1)k m~ r£o~1 cos 2(k+n2)¢'P~+2.(~I)d~1 
'~r(k+ 1)r(1+n-k) Jo (1_~02 cos2 ¢')2.sin 2¢' . (115) 

Now by eq 75 and eq 81, when 7] =0 

~: = (1-mt = (1- ~02 cos2¢')t, so that 6 = ~o cos ¢' 

and 

so this becomes 
k(1 - ~~)k 

r(n+1)(1+~~)n n (-1) 1+~~ 
O.n"n,= 1l'2A/ -2- ~rClc+ 1)rC1+n-lc)' 

. r"'''cos 2 (lc +n2) ¢' P~+2. (~(lCOs¢') d¢' (116) 
Jo C 1_~02 cos2 ¢'); . 

Referring to the eq 94a, we find that 

P~+2'(~Ocos¢') (-1)82 nr(s+ n+ !) F( + + 1 1. ~ 2 2¢') 
(1_~~COS2¢') ~ .Jd'(s+1) -S,8 n 2',2', oco~ 

=(- 1)82 "±C-1)tet rct+s+n+!) cos2l ¢' . (117) 
1=0 0 r(I +8- t) r(t+ 1 (rtt!) 

Now 

Hence 

{~~s 2Ck+n2)¢'P:+2S(~;eos ¢')d¢, 

J 0 (1-~~ cos2 ¢')2 

_ ( ). n-l I-~( )t 2t r(t+s+n2+i) 
- - 1 2 -V1l'f.;5 - 1 ~or(l+s-t)r(t+k+nz+1)r(t-k-n2+1)' 

(119) 
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Using this in eq 116 gives 

where 

( l-r) =(I +~~)n2-tF n2- t,t+n2+ n + 1,t+n2+ 1;T 
2 r(t-n2+ 1)r(t+n2+1) (122a) 

the last form being obtained by Euler's transformation of the first 
hypergeometric function. Since t is never negative in eq 120, it is 
evident that eq 122a is applicable whenever nz?:O, and also for 
negative values of n2 when the unequality t>-n2 holds. In the 
remaining case, where O::::t< -nz, we may write n2= -m, where m 
is a positive integer, so that, O::::t::::m. 
In this case 

m-t(I _. ~~)m-tF( -2t,m-t-n,m-t+l;-G+~D) 
St= r(n+ l)( - 1) 1 +~~ r (2 t+l) r(l +n-m+t)r(m-t+1) 

m(I_~~)m(-1) t~o2t22tF( -2t,n+l,m-t+l;1 2 ~~) 
=r(n + l )(-I) 1 +~~ r(2t+l)r(t+ n - m+ l) r(m- t+ l)' 

(122b) 

This expression however is that which eq122a becomes when t+ n2< 0, 
so that either eq 122a or 122b may be used, as they are both valid 
for positive and negative values of n2. Using the latter, where m is 
replaced by -n2 gives 

( _1)t~o2tSt= 

n (1 +~~)n2 22tF( -2t,n+ 1,I -n2- t;1-;~~) 
(-1) 2 1-~~ r(n+l)r(t+n+ n2+ 1)r(2t+l)r(l-n2- t)' (123) 
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Using this, eq 120 becomes 
I,n,_ (-1)8+112(1 + ~~) n+n2. (1- ~~)-n2 c: - 27r?2A~ r(n+ 1) 

, 22tr(t+s+n+i) F( -2t,n+ 1,1-n2-t; 1-;~~) 
~ r(l+s-t)r(t+ n + n2+1)r (2t + l)r(1 -n2-t) 

(_1»+n2(1 + ~~) n+ n2(1 _ ~~)- n2 8 22tr(t+ s+ n+i) 
= 27r?2A~ ~ 1'(1 + s- t) r(t+n+n2+ 1) 

21 (_I)k(1-~~)k r(k+n+ 1) 
~ 2 . 
k =O f(k + 1) r(k- t-n2 + 1) 1'(1 + 2t-k) 

Interchanging the order of summation gives 

1011,_ (_1)8+n2(1 +~~) n+n2(1_~~)-n2 28 k(l-~~)kr(k+n+ 1) c: - 27r~2A21 ~ (- 1) -2- r(k+ 1) Gt., 
(124) 

where 
_ ' 22Ir(t+s+n+i) . 

GJ;= E r(2t+ l-k)r(t+n+ n2+ 1)1'(1 +s-t)r(1 +k-n2- t ) ·(125) 

In order to evaluate Gk (eq 125) as a single term, we define the 
function G (z) as follows: 

C§ (z) == £ (- z)kGk 
k =- ", 

_. (- z)k22tr(t+s+n+i) 
= k~"'~ r(2t+ 1- k)r(t+ n+n2+ 1)r(1+s-t)r(1 + k-nz- t)· 

(126) 

Since nand n2 are integers, this function is a polynomial in positive 
and negative powers of z. It is therefore analytic at every finite 
point in the z-plane except at z= O. After inverting the order of 
summation, we may substitute k= J.L+n2+t and sum first over J.L 

8 (_z)n2+122Ir(t+s+n+i) 
C§ (z) = ~r(t+n+n2+ 1)r(l+s-t)r(t-n2+ 1)· 

(-z)l'r(t-n2+1) 
'I'~'" r(t-nz+ l-J.L)r(J.L+1) 

(127) 

or 

8 22Ir(t+s+n+i) (- z) n2+'(1- z)l-ns 
C§(z) = ~r(t+n+n2+ 1)1'(1 + s-t)r(t-n2+ 1) (128) 

This series starts not below t=n2. Let A=t-n2' then 

2n '" [-4z(1-z)]>.r(},+s+n+n2+i) 
C§(z) = (-2z) J~r(A+ 1)r(A+n+2n2+ 1)1'(1 +s-n2- A)· (129) 
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The sum is of the fOlm 

DO [ _ 4z(1 -z)]Xr(X+ a) r(a)F(a,/3,a+ tl + t;4z(1- z)) 
~r(x+ I )r(X+ a+ fJ+tr(I-fJ - X) r(l- (J)ra + fJ+t 

with a=s+n+n2+t and fJ = n2-s. 

By a special transformation due to Gauss 

F(a,fJ,a+ fJ+ti4z(1-z)) = F(2a,2fJ,a+ tl+t;z) 

and by use of the equation 

rea) 1 

r(I- (J)r(a+ tl+t)F(2a,2 fJ ,a+ tl +"2" ;Z) 

_ 2r(t-tl) DO (-z)Xr(A+2a) 
- 2 2a+2llr(a+t)~r(A+ 1) r(A+ a+ tl+t)r(I -2 tl - A) (130) 

We get 

~(z)= ~ (-Z)kGk 
k=-CD 

_ (- Z)2n2r(s-n2+t) DO (-z)Xr(A +2s+2n+ 2n2+ I ) 
-22n+2 nzr(s+n+n2+ 1) ~ r (x+ I ) r (X+ n +2n2 + I)r(I +2s-2n2- X) 

(131) 

from which , by equating equal powers of (z), we get for Gk with lc = 
A+ 2n2 the expression (eq 132) below. This brief method of deriving 
eq 132 from eq 125 was suggested to me by C. L . Critchfield, whose 
helpful criticism in other respects may be acknowledged here. 

r(s -n2+t)r(k +2s+2n+ 1) 
r (k+n+ 1)Gk=22n+2n2r(s+n+n2+ 1) r (I +2s-k)r (k + I - 2n2) (132) 

Using this in eq 124 gives 

nl,n2_ (- 1),+ n2r(s-n2+!) (I +~~)n(I-~~)- n~. 
C. - A~7r3/'2n+2n2+T (s+n+n2+I) 2 • l +~~ 

2. k(I-~~)k r(k+2s+2n + I ) 
• ~(- I) - 2 - r(k+ I)r (k+ I -2~) r(1 +2s+ 1c) . 

Now 
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We thus obtain the following 

27T-A l r(S+t) on,n_(_l)n,+s A2n+2n,-2n ( 
2nr(s+n+l)' ,"- AI7r3/.· 28 • • al,a2)' (134) 

where the A-function is defined by 

A 2n,,2n'(a a) = 2. I, 2 -

_r~+~+~r~+~+~r~+~+~+vr~+v 
= r(2s + 1)r(2s+2nl+l)r(2n2+1) 

.(~)n,+28.(~)n'.F(_2S,_2s_2nl,2n2+ 1 ;-~). (135) 
~+~ ~+~ ~ 

On expressing this as a polynomial and summing it in the reverse 
order, we find, since s is an integer, 

A~~,,211'(al,a2) = A~~,,2n, (a2,al) ' 

Also since n2 is an integer, it is found that 

A2u ,, - 2n,( ) _ A2nl,2n, ( ) 
28 al,a2 - 2(8- n.) at,a2 , 

which vanishes if s-n2<O. 
If n2=nl in this, it is found that 

(136) 

(137) 

A2n,,-2n'(a a)=A-2n,,2n'(a a)= 7rr(s+t)r(s-nl+t) .p2n'(I:') (138) 
28 I, 2 28 I, 2 22n1r(s+1)r(s+nl+1) 28 <;0, 

which vanishes when s<nl' 
Recalling that n=nl-n2:;::(' and nl:;::tl, it is evident that eq 134 may 

be written 

(139) 

In this equation a:"n2 is the value of l~o h P~+28(h)0'(h)d~t. 
where the expression (eq 80) has been used for the density 0', so that 
with this value of the integral the formula (111) is the expansion of 

the function U=1>nl'n2(x,r,al,a2)I-Jala2' 

We have, therefore, obtained the following development when 
n= nl-n2:;::O, which is valid for all positions of the two parallel circles, 
which converges to a finite value except in the case where the circles 
are equal in radii, and approach coincidence (in which case it becomes 
logarithmically infinite). 

¢nl ,n2 (x,r ,al,a2) 

-Jal,a2 

When n,=nl:;::O, this becomes by use of eq 138 
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-Jala2 
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(-l)nl "'. r(s+t)r(s-nl+t) 2n, I 
22nl-J1TAI~'( -1 )(2S+~)r(s+ l)r(s+nl + 1/28 (~o)PzsWR2s(71). (141) 

From eq 137 it is seen that the expansion (eq:::::140) begins with the 
term s=n2 when 0:::::n2:::::nl, but with s=O when n1:::=:0 and nz< O. 

It may be noted that if n == Inl -n21 and if we write A2i2n,.'F2n'(al,az) 
in eq 140, the expansion is valid for all integral values of n l and n2, 
with the understanding that the upper of the double signs is to be 
taken when nl-n2> 0, the lower when nl - nZ< O. The ambiguity 
disappears when nl - nZ= O. 

From the integral representation (eq 57a) of ¢,n 1n2 it is evident that 
-y a la2 

this function is unaltered if we interchange the arguments al and a2 
and corresponding parameters n l and nz and multiply by (_ I )nl -n2• 

This fact is derivable from eq 140 by use of the relation eq 136, 
noting that AI, A 2, ~, and 71 are all unaffected by interchange of al 
and az. 

The integral representation shows also that 

Where 

¢nl'nz (x,r,al,a2) 

-Jala2 

(- 1) nZ<pnl'n2(x,al,r,a2) 

-Jra2 

~1=nl-n2 ) 
nz=-nz . 
n = Inl - n21= Inll 

(142) 

This interchange of arguments l' and al in the light of eq 65 amounts 
to viewing x and al as the cylindrical coordinates of a point, while l' 
and a2 are constants playing the part which al and a2 held in the 
preceding formulas. 

Hence, as in eq 173, we let 

AI=r+a2, x=.Ai;, al=AI.J(1-~2)(1+;2) , (143) 

so that f and; are computed from the second members of eq 82, after 
replacing Al by r+a2 and r by al' 

The function on the right of eq 142 is then given by a development 
obtainable from eq 140 by replacing AI, aI, ~, "l, nl, nz , and n by Al - - , 
1', ~, 71, nl-nZ, - n2, and Inll, respectively. This gives 

<Pnlln,(x,r,al,a2) 1 
-J ala2 1T3/ 2 (1'+ a2) 

:E(- ] )')2s+ InII+ ~)A2i2(n,- n') .±2n'(r,a2)P '1~:i+28(f)Ri~:i+2s (~), (144) 
. = 0. 

the upper or lower sign being taken according as nl is positive or 
negative. Similarly, from interchange of l' and a2, 

<Pnpn2 (x,r,aI,a2) _ 4>;1;2 (x,aZ,al,r) 
-JaiaZ - -Jail' ' 
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where 

This gives a third expansion 

cf>n,.n2(x,r,a"a2) 

..ja,a2 
( _1)"'-'" 

1T3 /2(r+al) 

(145) 

.;, (2 + I 1+ l)A ( )±2(n,-nl ),±2nl pln'l (~) Rln'l (=) (146) ~-ls s n2 '2 2. r,a, . n,+28,>' n,+2811 ' 

where the upper or lower sign is taken according as n2 is positive or 
negative 

so that ~ and ~ are computed from the second members of eq 82 after 
replacing A, by r+al and r by a2' 

The following section is concerned with the partial integrals with 
respect to x derivable from the expansion (eq 140). 

VII. EXPANSION OF Wn,,n2 IN SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES 

The function W n""2(x,r,al,a2), or more briefly, wni •n2 (xr) is represented 
in eq 59 by the integral 

(148) 

We exclude for the present the exceptional case where n 1 and n2 are 
both zero. In all other cases we may write 

Wn1.n2 (x,r) = V nlon2 (x,r) - Vnlon2 (0,r) + 21TlxISn1.n2(r) (149) 

w~l,n, (x,r) = V~ .. n,(x,r) ±21TSnl,n,(r), (150) 

the upper or lower sign being taken according as x is positive or 
negative. The function Vn1.n2 (x,r) is an even function of x defined by 

Vn,.n2(x,r) =:41T2a,a2!o:-I"ltJnl_nkt)Jnl (a,t)Jn2(a2t)~. (151) 

rrhe function V~I,n,(xlr) is an odd function of x defined by 

V~ .. nl(x,r) =: =f 41T2al~ So'" e-I"ltJnl-nkt)Jnl(a,t)Jn2(a2t)~, (15~) 
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the upper or lower sign being taken according as x IS positive or 
negative. Also 

2'lrBn1 ,"2(r) = - V~l.n,( + O,r) = + V~"n,( -O,r) 

f a> dt 
= 47r2ala2 Jo J n1- n2 (rt) J "1 (a] t)J n2 (a2 t) l' (153) 

These reLations are all obtained by introducing into eq 148 the in
tegral representation (eq 57a) for ¢n]n2' which gives 

1"'[e-1x1t - 1 + Ixlt] 
Wnpn2 (x,r) = 47r2ala2 J 0 t2 J n1- n2 (rt) J n1 (a1t)Jn2(azt)dt. (154) 

If the exceptional case nl = nZ=O be excluded, this may be separated 
into three integrals, each of which converges, thus giving the eq 149 
to 153. 

From 152 and 57a it is evident that 

if x>O, 

and 

(105) 

Vn"n,(x,r) = - iV~',n,(xl,r)dx' (156) 

if x>O. In both of thcse integrals, the integration must be performed, 
while r is held constant. 

The functions Vn"n, and V~l,n. each satisfy the partial differential 
eq 64. The function V~l,n. vanishes when the point P(x,r) goes to 
infinity in any direction in the (x,r) plane, while Vn1,n, vanishes in 
general if x~ ± co, while r has any fixed finite value. 

To perform the integrations in eq 155 we write eq 103 in the two 
forms: 

(2s+n+!)P~+2B(OR~+28('1)= 

- ~lDx[P~+2B_lt~) .R~+28-1('1)+P~+28+1(~) .R~+28+1('1)1 (157) 

(2s+n+4)P~+2B+l (~)R~+Ml ('1) = 

- ~lDx[P~+28(~)' R~+2B('1)+P~+M2(~)' R~+28+2('1)1. (158) 

The expansion for V~lon, is obtained by using the expansion (eq 140) 
for ¢nln, in eq 155 and then performing the integration with respect 
to x by use of eq 157. Since r is held at a finite constant value in 
this integration, the value of the integrated terms at x= co (r finite) 
are found by letting '1~ co, while at the same time e~l, the two 
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variables being connected, as shown in eq 81, in such a manner that 
limit 

~;:~[1/(1-e)~ J= ~lo 
It is thus found that for the case n=nl-n2>0 

Vn,.n, (x,r,al,a2) = 

{A
2n,.-2n'(a a )(I-P)" 

= (-1) n,+12ala2"; 0 n.J'IT" 1, 2 1 +1/2 ~ ~F(I,n+t,n+ 1 iI-e) 

+ toe -1)·[A~:'·-2nl(al'az) - A~t22n'(al,az)]P~+23+1 (~)R~+28+1(1/)} (159) 

and for the case n2=nl>0(n=O) 

-A23+22nb -2n1(al, a2)]P2S+1(~)R2S+l(1/)o (160) 

The first term inside the brace of eq 159 is 

n 
_ A o2n1.-2n·(al, a2) l-e)T 
- n.J; 1+1/2 ~F(I, n+~-J n + l; I - e), (161) 

for from eq 95b we find 

and from the eq 99a we find 
n 

(1 + 1/2)-2 
[sR~+2.-1 (1/)]8=0= 2 nr (n+t) 0 

Also from eq 95a we find 

(162b) 

[~p'n (t)J - _2n-lr(n-t)(l-~2)~.F(1 n- 1 n+l o l- t2) 
s n+23-2 <; 8=0 - n,f'lT" )"2"" <;, 

and from eq 99a 

[SR~+2S-2(1/)]S=o=- - 1/ n 

2 n- 1r(n-t) (1+1)2) "2" 
Hence 

[P~+28-2(~)oR~+2S-2 (1/)]S=0= n~;G+!:)~F(l,n-t,n+ 1 iI - e) 0 
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Inserting the expansion (eq 159) in (eq 156) and integrating by use of 
(eq 158) gives for the case n> O. 

(163) 

(164) 

The value of Vnl,n. (0,r,al,a2) for the range 0::::;r::::;A1 is found by 

placing 1) = 0 and ~=~ 1-~~ in eq 163. For the range r > A 1 we 

place ~=O and 1) = / 22 -1. Similarly, from eq 159 the value of 
-V 1 • 

2'nBn,!l,(r) = - V~ln2( +0,r,ala2) could be found, but such expansions 
are unnecessary, for we now find that Snln,(r) may be obtained in 
finite form. 

It should be noticed that the term ~F(1,n+l/2,n+1; I-e) in 
eq 159 is an odd function of ~ (and therefore of x), as are all the terms 
in P~+28H m in the series. The latter all vanish with~, but the former 
does not, as may be seen by the transformation 

~F(I,n+ !,n+1;I -e) = ±F(!,n,n+l; l - e) = ±~~!~~!tl)· (165) 

when ~-7 ± 0. 

Hence when X-7+ 0 and r > A17 i. e., ~-7+ 0 and I 1 Z= AI, eq 159 . -V 1+1) r 
gives for r > Al 
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Hence eq 166 becomes 

r(n)( art! )( a-n, ) 
Snl,n,(r)=7ra1a2(-lt'r:n r(nl+1) r(l~n2) 

[Volo f6 

(168) 

when r::::A1=al+a2 and nl>O, n2<nl' This vanishes if ~ is a positive 
integer less than nl' 

This relation may be used to obtain the value of Sn,n,(r) for the range 
0:::::r<A2 by considering the effect of interchanging r with al or a2, 
which is determined by the integral definition (eq 153 of Sn,n,(r) , 
which is an abbreviation for Snln,(r,al,a2)' It is thus found for the 
case nl>O and n2<n1 that when 0:::::r:::::A2=lal-a21 

Sn n,( ) rnr(nl)a~2 h < 1 
I, r =7rala2 n ,"\V en a2 al 

r(n+ l)a 1' r (n2+ 1) 
=0 when a2>al 

(169) 

Similarly, for the case n2=nl>0 it is found that 

S7II,7II(r)=0 when Al:::::r:::::co ) 
= 7ra1a2( ~ )17111 if a2<ao1j 

ani a (aal)17Id . when 0:::::r<A2• (170) 
7r 1 2 1 'f > =-- - 1 a2 a) 

nl a2 

In all these statements the ease nl=n2=0 is excluded. It is evident 
therefore that S7I,,7I.(r) vanishes when r= co and also if nl>=n2 when 
r = 0. It may be shown from its definition (eq 153) that S7II,7I' (r) is a 
continuous function of r, in particul~ at r=A1 and r=A2. To find 
its value for the range A 2<r<AlI we find from eq 152 that when 
x>o 

= 27rala250'" te- XIJnl_n2(rl)Jnl (a1t)Jn2 (a2 t)dt. 

Letting x approach zero in this, and noting that by eq 153 
V~"7I'( +O,r) = -27rS7II,n,(r), and that the integral on the right approaches 
that which defines 27r0"(r) in eq 66, we find that Snl,7I,(r) satisfies the 
ordinary nonhomogeneous differential equation 

ID ( D S ) n2Snl. n2 _ Z ( ) r T r T m.n. - - r-2 - - -47r a1a20" r 

= _2cOS (nlOr-nzOg) (171) 
sin (og-Or) 

for the range A 2<r<AlI this value of 0" being taken from eq 72. 
If r lies outside this range O"nln2=O, the homogeneous equation having 
solution 0Irn+02r-n if n±O and 01+02 log r if 11=0. The values just 
found are of this form. Hence if any particular integral of eq 171 
is found for the range A 2< r< A 1, this increased by 01rn+02r-n is the 
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general solution for that range, and the values of the two constants of 
integration, 0 1 and O2, are then determined by the fact that this 
solution must be continuous at r=A2 and at r= A 1 with the solutions 
previously found and given by eq 168 and 169. Similarly, in the 
case n=O. 

To derive a particular integral of eq 171 in finite form for the case 
nl > O and n2< nl, so that n=nl-n2> O, we begin with the elementary 
integral form of the solution 

where 

so that 

and 

so that 

11= fr n cos (nd}~-n2(J~)d2if; 

12= f r- n cos (nl(J~-n2(J~)d2if;· 

n ( - I) kC!:.'! Y cos 2(lc+n2)if; 

=arr(n+l)~ r(1c~ll) r(1+n - k) 

an, n, (-I)k(<!:.'!. Y cos 21cif; 

= (- 1) \~, r(n+J) k~,r(1c-n2+~I)r(l+nl-lc)' 

( OOO )-Id( 0
0°) d2if; = -i l+r~~2 r~~ 2 , 

where the r eal part is to be taken. -I 

[ oOJnl 
Since nl > 0, the expansion of the binomial 1 + r~:2 

(172) 

IS a finite 
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polynomial in reiB3a2. This gives 

11[. _rnr(nl)azn2{ og + 
r 2- al n, r(n)r(n2+ 1) 

( az)k ) f/ r sin 'cog , 
k=-n,r(k+n2+1)r(n-k) -k-

(174) 

Using eq 173 and 174 in eq 172 gives a particular integral S(r) of 
eq 171 for the range A 2<r<A1, when nl>O and n2<nl' Hence if 
A 2:::::r<AlJ n,> O and n2<nl, we find 

where the constants 01 and O2 have been so chosen as to make S",n,(r) 
continuous at r=A1 and at r=A2, its values at these points being 
given by eq 168 and 169 when r=A1 or A z, respectively. 

The terms in the summation vanish at each of these values of r, 
for, when r=A1, o~ =O, !1g = 71', and 2tf;= eg-8~=r., and when r=Az, 

2.1'- 0 d{O~=!1g=O if az< a1} 
'1'- ,an nO nO 'f ' > . 

Ul = u2 = 7I' 1 ~a2 al 

This shows that the second member of eq 175 reduces to eq 168 
when r=A1 and to eq 169 when r=Az. Therefore, eq 168, 169, and 
175 give Sr nln2 in finite terms for all values of r when nl>O and nz<nl' 

In eq 175 S nlnz(r) is Snln2(r,ala2) . In order to find Snln2(r,a2,al), 
we must not only interchange al and a2 where they occur explicitly 
in the second member of eq 172 but must also replace 82 by 71'-81, as 
shown by eq 78b. 
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The remaining irreducible cases are for n2=nl> O and n2= nl= O. 
In the case n2 = nl> O(n= O), we start with the particular integral 
of eq 171 

S(r) =4n2al~ f rlCT(rl) log ~rl = 2ala2 f cos 2nl t/I' log ~d2 t/I' 

{2 sin 2nl t/I 1 f } =ala2 nl log r +2 cos 2nlt/l' log r 1d2t// 

=a1a2{2 sin 2n1t/llog ~ -2 f)_(~)k fcos 2nlt/l' cos 2kt/l'd2t/1'} 
nl l' k=lk al 

{2 sin 2nt t/ll al =ala2 og-
nl r 

_ i:)J ~)k[sin 2 (k +nt) t/I + sin 2 (lc-nl) t/I]} . 
k=llc\al . k +nl k -nl 

This may be r educed to finite terms by use of the expansion 

2 sin 2nlif; 1 al _ ~1(a2)k2 sin 2nl t/l cos 2kt/l og --£...)- -
nt r k=llc at nl 

= ± ! ( <!:) k[ sin 2(lc+nl)t/I sin 2(lc - nt)t/I], (176) 
k=lk at nt nt 

so that 

S(r) =ala2±(~)k[sin 2(lc+nl) t/I sin 2(k-n1)t/I] 
nl k=1 at k+nt k-nt 

Now 

e;el0= (I -~e-2ioi')t , 
1-a2e2ioi' 

at 

so that taking the logarithm of both sides we obtain 

e~= ±(~)ksin 2kt/l. 
k=l al lc 

The particular integral then becomes for the case n2=nt> O. 

(177) 

{(~)nle~_(<!:)nleg + sin 2nlt/l_ ~[(~)k-nl +(~l)k-nl] sin 2kt/l}, 
a2 at nl k = 1 at a2 k 
269047-41-4 
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which contains only a finite number of terms and is valid whichever 
of the two circles is the larger. 

With this particular integral we find, after determining the two 
constants of integration by making Sn.n, (r) continuous at r=A2 

and at r=A1 with the values given in eq 170, 

=0 

_ :E [(~)k-nl +(~)k-n'J sin 2kifi} 
k=l al a2 k 

when A2::::::r::::::Al 

when AI ::::::r:::::: CD , 

provided that nl>O. 

In the particular case of greatest importance, nl = 1, 

(178) 

(179) 

This shows that Sl1 (r) is the area common to the two coplanar 
circles of radii al and az, when r is the distance between their axes. 

By the preceding formulas every wnln2 is evaluated with the excep-
tion of the case nl=n2=0. Before considering it, attention may be 
called to the interesting fact that although every Vnpn2 vanishes when 
x~± co holding r finite, there are two cases of eq 163 namely, 
V1,o(x,r,aJ,az) and VO,-l (x,r,al,a2) which do not vanish when the 
point P(x,r) goes to infinity in directions other than the x-direction. 

By use of eq 163 and 167 it is found that when x2+r2~ CD in the 

direction cp defined by cos cp x then 
.Jx2+r2 

V!'o(x,r,al,a2) ~ 27r2a~a2Itan;l) 

VO,-l (x,r,al,a2) ~-27r2ala~ltan ~I 
(180) 

In the exceptional case where n2=nl=0, the integrals involving 
Bessel's functions, which served to define the functions Vn •• n, and 
V~ •. n, in eq 151 and 152, are not convergent. Neither are the defi
nitions of these functions by the integrals, eq 155 and 156. N everthe
less, functions 

Voo(x,r) , V~(x,r) =D" Voo(x,r), and Soo(r) 
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may be defined in this case, so that eq 149 and 150 are applicable. 
To find these functions we begin with 

l X, I I 2 j'X "lX"cf>oo(xI,r) I Woo (x,r) = Woo(X ,r)dx = 47r ala2 dx , dx 
o 0 0 -yala2 

(181) 

'( ) D ( ) 4 2 lXcf>oo (x' , r) d I Woo x,r = "Woo X,r = 7r ala2 , X . 
o -yala2 

(182) 

Applying the operator r-1Dr(rDT) to the latter gives 

Also applying the operator D~ to eq 182 gives 

DO' 4 2 D cf>oo (x,r) ;Woo= -7r ala2 x ,- , 
-y ala2 

so that 

\72wdo(x,r) = [D; +!.Dr (rDr)]wdo (x,r) = 47r2a1a2[Dx cf>o~ (x,r)] 
r -y al a2 %-70 · 

That is, by eq 66 
\72wdo(x,r) = =f47r2ala2 .27r<Too(r) (183) 

the upper sign if x> O the lower if x< O. This shows that wo'o(x,r) is 
of the form as in eq 150 ' 

wdo(x,r) = Vdo(x,r) ± 27rSoo(r) , 

where Vdo(x,r) is an odd function of X satisfying 

(184) 

\72Vdo(x,r) =0, (185) 

and Soo(r) is a solution of 

1 -2 
\72S oo (r) =-DT(rDrSooCr» = -47r2a1a?<Too (r) =--'--2.1, ' (186) r - mn r 

as in eq 17l. 

Since wdo and Woo both vanish with x, 

as in eq 153. 
Also by eq 184 

Soo(r) = _ Vdo( + O,r) 
27r 

+ Vdo( -O,r) 
2 7r ' 

(187) 

Woo (x,r) = So wdo (x',r) dx' = Voo(x,r) - Voo(O,r) + 27rlxlSoo (r) , (188) 

as in eq 149. 
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If in the integral (eq 182) we introduce for rPoo(x',r)/-Jaja2 its ex-
. ( 140) h AOO 7rr

2(s+t) P ( ') b 38 h' . panSlOn eq ,were i. r 2(s+ 1) 2, ~O Y eq 1 ,t 1S glves 

, ( ) _ 4ala2";; 
Woo x,r - Al 

{;2lPo(~)Ro(1))dx+ ~ (-1)S(2s+t)A~?(aj,a2) lp2,(~)R2S(?))dx} (189) 

where 

(190) 

The terms in the series of eq 189, for which s>O, may be integrated 
by the use of formula 157, but the present case is again exceptional 
for eq 157 now fails entirely, for the term s= O becomes infinite instead 
of merely becoming indeterminate of the form 0/0, as in the case of P;, 
where n=O. 

This breakdown of the formula may be repaired by writing 

1 i dJ.1. Po(i;)RO(1)) = -2' Pp(~)Rp(1))-' 
7r~ ,,= 0 J.1. 

(191) 

where the integral is a contour integral taken around a small closed 
curve in the complex J.1.-plane, encircling the point J.1.=0. Since J.I. does 
not vanish at any point on this curve, the integrand may be written 
by eq 103 

Pp (~)Rp (1)) = - 2J.1.~ 1 Dx[Pp- 1 (~)Rp-l (1)) + P p+l (~)Rp+I (1))], 

which gives by Cauchy's theorem 

Po(~)Ro(?))= ..;~ cot- 1 1) = -AjDx{D{J.1.Pp~~~R{-j(1))I_ o +P1 (~)RI(?))}' 
(192) 

It is found that 

";;D [J.1.Pp_l(~)Rp_j(1))J= - IOo. (1+~)";Ih2 . 
2 p 2J.1.+1 b 2 

If we define the function v(x,r) by 

vex, r) == - ~; log [(1 + ~)' .11+1)2J when x> O 

==+ }; log [(1-~).J1+1)2J when x<o' 

(193) 

(194) 

then v(x,r) is an odd function of x, which is an axially symmetrical 
solution of Laplace's equation, and eq 192 becomes 

2 
Po(~)Ro(1))= ..;; cotj?)=-AIDx{v(x,r)+Pl(~)RI(1))}. (195) 

A further integration may be made by the same method. This gives 

v (x,r) = Dx{xv(x,r) + 2J; (1)+cot- I 1)) }. (196) 
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The function within the parentheses of eq 196 is an even function of x, 
satisfying Laplace's equation. Integrating eq 189 by use of eq 157 
and 195 leads to the following definition of V~o 

V~(x,r) = -2a1a2.J; 

k2v(x,r) + to (-1)8[A~~(ala2) - A2~~2 (ala2) lP28+1 (~)R2S+ 1 (1)}' (197) 

Integrating this from x= o to X= X by eq 158 and 196 leads to 

Voo(x,r) = -alanr.;{27rfxv(x,r) + 2J; 1)J+Al~ (-1)8 

[A2.0~2(al ,a2)-A~~(al,az) A~~ (al,a2)-A?:12 (al,a2)Jp (t )R ()}. 
2s-t 2s+-! 28 <; 28 1) (198) 

From eq 197, 194, and 187 we find 

Soo(r) = - 27ra1a2 log(~) when r> A 1• (199) 

When O< r< At, S oo (r) is found from eq 187 and 197 by placing 
; - 1-.2 

1) =0 and ~= ~r=, l-A~ 

Soo(r) = - a~a2{47r log (1 +~T) 

+ J;tu(- 1) 8 ~~~t~~ [A2.0~a (al,a2) -A~ (al,a2)lP28+ l (~ T) } (2 00) 

.~ for the range 0< r< A 1• In the part of this range 0< r< A 2 where 
(100=0, this development must represent 

'. 

(201) 
as shown by eq 186. 
If the development eq 200 converges when r= O(~T= l ) , the constant 
Ol must be zero. 

Now by eq 200, when 1'=0, ~T=l and P 28+!(I) =1. Also reference 
to eq 138 shows that 

Aoo_ 7rr2 (s+t) P ( ') 
2.- r2(s+l) 28 ~o • 

Hence from eq 200 we find 

Soo(O) = -27ralaz{log 2- F(~~)}, 
whpre 

F(!:' ) = 1+_1 ~ ( ),r(s+t)[ 1 + 1 J p ( ') 
<;0 - .J;;Si -1 r(s+l) 2s 2s+1 28 ~o . 

Since this series converges, the constant 0 1 in eq 201 is zero. It is 
readily found that F(~~) is the development 

F(~~) = -log [ 1 ~I~~IJ= -log A~~~2, 
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so that 

Finally, for the remaining range of r, 

(202c) 

This completes the expansions required. Before summarizing the 
results, we should consider a small correction which takes account of 'i 
the diameter of the wires. ' I ,.. 
VIII. CORRECTIONS FOR THE DIAMETER OF THE WIRES 

If a helix is made with ordinary wire, a plane section of the wire 
by a plane tlll'ough the x-axis may be considered circular. Let PI 

and P2 be the wire radii, and let al and a2 represent the cylindrical 
radii of the central helical filament of the actual helices. Since PI ~ 
and P2 cannot be larger than 7rPI or 7rP2 the correction terms for finite ,) 
thickness of the wire will be second-order infinitesimals. 

Assume that the current density at any point in the wire is in the 
direction of the generating helical filament passing tmough that 
point, its magnitude being a function of the distance r, of the point 
from the axis of the cylinder on which the wire is wound. Let 'YI 
(or 'Y2) be the value, at the central filament, of the r-derivative of '1 
the current density. 

It may then be shown that the correction for the thickness of the 
wires may be made by using for the cylindrical radii aI, a2 in the 
principal term not aI, a2 of the central filaments of the wires, but 
aI, a2 of their equivalent helices, where 

If the current is uniform, 'YI ='Y2=O. If it is the "natural" distribu
tion in both wires (inversely proportional to r) then 'YI = -l/al and 
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/'2= -1/a2, so that the correction is equal in magnitude but opposite 
in sign to that of the uniform distribution. 

The derivation of eq 203 is almost verbatim, the same as that 
given in the paper on coaxial helices (footnote 2). It depends essen
tially on the fact that CPu satisfies the partial differential equation 65. 

IX. SUMMARY 

The mutual inductance, }.If, between two parallel helices is ex
pressed in eq 27 in terms of a function W (X,IJr,02) involving four sets of 
terminal x-differences defined in eq 22 and 22', where OJ and O2 are the 
associated terminal azimuths, as given in eq 29. In eq 33 and 58 
W is resolved into four others, Wll+PjP2wOO/aja2+wl +W2, the first 
two, Wll +PIP2wOO/ala2, corresponding to the mutual inductance of the 
two associated current sheets, the principal term Wll representing the 
effect of angular components of current, the relatively small term, 
PIP2wOO/ala2, of second order representing their axial currents. The 
terms WI and W2 depend upon x and the terminal azimuths. These 
are expanded, eq 61 and 62, in Fourier's series of the terminal azimuths, 
the coefficients involving functions w' npn2 and CPnln2' It is shown 
that two terms of the series for the first-order quantity WI are sufficient 
in general, the second-order term W2 being given by retaining terms 
in the single and double series corresponding to nj = l, 2 and n2=1, 2. 

In eq 140, 144, and 146 three different types of expansions for any 
function CPnln2 in oblate spheroidal harmonics are given. In section 
VII the first and second partial integrals of these expansions are 
evaluated, giving the functions w' "l n2 and W"I'''2 in spheroidal har
monics. The results are found in eq 149 to 202. Finally, in eq 203, 
is given the effect of diameter of the wires. 

WASHINGTON, August 8, 1940. 
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